EDITORS' INTRODUCTION

fervor and of joy, at the foot of the timeless obelisk, in this Place
de la Concorde that has never been more worthy of the name, [a}
great and immense voice ... will cast to the four winds of history the
song expressing the ideal of the five hundred Marseillais of 1792."
The words, so redolent in language and tone of the instructions for
the great public festivals of the French Revolution, are those of Jack
Lang, French Minister of Culture, Communications, Great Public
Works, and the Bicentennial. The text is that of the program for the
grandiose opera-parade presenting "a Marseillaise for the World," the
internationally televised spectacle from Paris crowning the official
celebration of the bicentennial of the French Revolution.
The minister's language was aptly fashioned to the occasion. It was
well chosen to celebrate Paris as world-historical city-joyous birthplace of the modern principles of democracy and human rights-and
the Revolution of 1789 as the momentous assertion of those universal
human aspirations to freedom and dignity that have transformed,
and are still transforming, an entire world. It was no less well chosen
to leap over the events of the Revolution from its beginning to its
end, affirming that the political passions engendered by its momentous struggles had finally ceased to divide the French one from
another.
The spectacle on the Place de la Concorde exemplified the unavowed motto of the official bicentennial celebration: "The Revolution is over." Opting for a celebration consonant with the predomi-
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nantly centrist, consensualist mood of the French in the late 1980s,
the presidential mission charged with the organization of the bicentennial celebrations focused on the values which the vast majority of
French citizens of all political persuasions underwrite-the ideals
exalted in the Declaration of the Rights of Man. It offered the
nation-and the world-the image of a France finally at peace with
itself: a people secure in the tranquil enjoyment of the human rights
that constitute France's true revolutionary patrimony, confident in
the maturity of French institutions and their readiness to meet the
challenges and opportunities of a new European order, firm in the
country's dedication to securing universal respect for the democratic
creed it claims as its most fundamental contribution to the world of
nations. No hint of subsequent radicalization, no echo of social
conflict, no shadow of the Terror could mar this season of commemoration. It followed that the traditional protagonists and proxies in
the great debate over the Revolution's character and purposes, Danton and Robespierre, were to be set aside. The hero for 1989 was
Condorcet: savant, philosopher, reformer, "moderate" revolutionary,
victim of the Revolution he failed to perfect and control.
But the Revolution-ambiguous, complex, subversive as it remains, even after two hundred years-still proved refractory to
domestication. Not even the solemn bicentennial spectacle on the
night of 14 July was sheltered from certain treacherous counterpoints. Spectators watching the stirring parade unfold down the
Champs-Elysees toward the Place de la Concorde already knew that
this same route would shortly be followed by participants in a
counterrevolutionary commemoration returning a simulacrum of the
guillotine to its most notorious revolutionary site. These spectators
were moved by the poignant march of Chinese youths pushing their
bicycles in evocation of the recent massacre in Tienanmen Square,
even as this brutal silencing of demands for human rights was being
justified in Beijing as reluctant defense of the Revolution against
dangerous counterrevolutionary elements. The spectators were
stirred by)essye Norman's heroic rendition of the Marseillaise, even
as it reminded all who cared to attend to its words that this now
universal chant of liberation was also a ferocious war song calling for
the letting of the "impure blood" of the enemy. On the very day of the
parade a politely exasperated Margaret Thatcher, publicly contesting
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the French claim to the paternity of the Rights of Man and insisting
on the identity of Revolution with Terror, reminded the world of the
jolting equation, 1789 = 1793, For their part, the performers sent
by the USSR to march in the parade, garbed in dress more Russian
than Soviet, raised questions about the socialist axiom that the
Russian Revolution was the necessary conclusion to the French. As
men and women throughout the communist world rallied for human
rights, was it any longer possible to see r 9 17 as the authentic future
of 1789?
The tensions and contradictions of commemoration have their own
political and cultutal dynamic, but they are nourished by the tensions and contradictions of historical interpretation. If the Revolution has been declared over in France, its history is far from terminated-either there or elsewhere. Indeed, the bicentennial of the
French Revolution has reopened passionate historiographical debates
over its meaning that began with the Revolution itself. As early as
September 1789, readers of the Revolutions de Paris-one of the
earliest and most widely read of the newspapers that were to play so
powerful a role in shaping the revolutionary consciousness-were
demanding "a historical and political picture of everything that has
happened in France since the first Assembly of Notables," to be
offered as a means of explaining the nature of "the astonishing
revolution that has just taken place." Observers and participants alike
sought from the outset to grasp the causes, nature, and effects of
these remarkable events. And if they concurred on the momentous
character of the Revolution, they differed vehemently on its necessity, its means, its fundamental mission. Burke and Paine, Barnave
and de Maistre, Condorcet and Hegel were only among the first in a
dazzling succession of thinkers who have responded to the need to
plumb the historical identity and significance of a phenomenon that
has seemed from its very beginning to demand, yet defy, historical
comprehension.
This rich tradition of political-philosophical history of the Revolution, which resounded throughout the nineteenth century, was
muted and profoundly modified in the wake of the centennial celebrations. In France, 1889 inaugurated a new age in revolutionary
historiography dedicated to that marriage between republicanism
and positivism that underlay the very creation of the Third Republic.
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This marriage gave birth, within the university, to the new Chair in
the History of the French Revolution at the Sorbonne to which
Alphonse Aulard was elected in I89I. From this position, occupied
for more than thirty years, Aulard directed the first scholarly journal
devoted to the study of the Revolution, presided over the preparation
and publication of the great official collections of revolutionary documents, and formed students to spread the republican-positivist gospel. He established and institutionalized within the university system an official, putatively scientific history: a history dedicated to
discovering and justifying, in the history of the Revolution, the
creation of those republican, parliamentary institutions whose promise was now finally being secured in more felicitous circumstances.
Danton, the patriot determined in 1793 to institute the emergency
government of the Terror to save the Republic in danger, but opposed in 1794 to continuing it once that danger had eased, became
the hero of Aulard's French Revolution.
Given his institutional authority, his posture as scientific historian, and his engaged republicanism, Aulard was able to marginalize
conservative interpretations of the Revolution, ridiculing the amateurism of Hippolyte Taine's frightened account of its origins in the
philosophic spirit and culmination in the horrors of mass violence,
and dismissing, as little more than reactionary ideology, Augustin
Cochin's analysis of the genesis and implications of Jacobin sociability. Within the university, the revolutionary heritage became a
patrimony to be managed, rather than merely a creed to be inculcated. But this did not preclude bitter divisions over the manner in
which that patrimony was to be managed, or its now sacred resources
deployed. Aulard's most talented student, Albert Mathiez, became
his most virulent critic. The rift was more than an oedipal conflict
over the republican mother, Marianne. Mathiez questioned Aulard's
scientific methods; but above all, he detested his mentor's Dantonist
moderation. As an alternative to an opportunistic, demagogic, and
traitorous Danton, he offered an Incorruptible, Robespierre, around
whom he crafted a popular, socialist, and Leninist reading of the
Revolution. The Bolshevik experience reinforced his Robespierrism,
investing it with a millennial hue, and stimulated him to undertake
his most original work on the "social movement" of the Terror.
Thereafter the relationship between the Russian Revolution and
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the French Revolution, between 1917 and 1793, haunted the Marxianized republican interpretation to which Mathiez devoted his
career.
Although Mathiez was denied Aulard's coveted chair, he taught in
the same university until his early death. His exact contemporary,
Georges Lefebvre, shared much of his political sensibility and his
interest in history from below, and succeeded him as president of the
Society for Robespierrist Studies. Lefebvre's election to the Sorbo nne
chair in 1937 proved decisive for the consolidation, and indeed the
triumph, of a social interpretation of the French Revolution based
on the principles of historical materialism. More sociological than
Mathiez in his approach, and more nuanced in his judgments, he
broke fresh ground with his monumental work on the peasants
(whose autonomy and individuality he restituted) and his subsequent
studies of social structure; and he rescued important issues from vain
polemics. His rigor, his pedagogical talent, and the muted quality of
his Marxism-most effectively embodied in the celebrated study of
1789 he published for the sesquicentennial of the French Revolution
in 1939-earned him, his chair, and the interpretation he promoted
worldwide prestige. After 1945, and until his death in 1959, he
presided over international research in the field as director of his
Institute for the History of the French Revolution at the Sorbonne.
Under Lefebvre's aegis, the Marxianized republican interpretation of
the French Revolution became the dominant paradigm of revolutionary historiography in France following the Second World War; and it
was largely adopted, from the French leaders in the field, by the
growing number of historians specializing in the subject who became
so striking a feature of postwar academic expansion, particularly in
English-speaking countries.
Lefebvre conveyed his mantle of leadership to his student, Albert
Soboul, who succeeded to the Sorbo nne chair in 1967. Soboulowed
his scholarly fame above all to his pioneering thesis on the Parisian
sansculottes, a work recently subjected to severe criticism of its
sociological and ideological analyses, its understanding of the world
of work, and its often teleological and tautological methods. But his
influence far transcended this acclaimed monograph. A highly placed
member of the French Communist party as well as director of the Institute for the History of the French Revolution, Soboul saw himself
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as both a "scientific" and a "communist-revolutionary" historian.
Tireless, ubiquitous, and prolific, he tenaciously rehearsed the Marxist account of the French Revolution as a bourgeois revolution inscribed in the logic of the necessary transition from feudalism to capitalism. But his relish for confrontation, and his assertive defense of an
increasingly rigid orthodoxy, eventually invited-and made him the
chief target of-the revisionist assault on the dominant interpretation of the Revolution as mechanistic, reductive, and erroneous.
Challenges to the hegemony of the Sorbonne version of the history
of the French Revolution were offered in the late 1950S and early
1960s by Robert Palmer's attempt to shift attention toward the
democratic politics of an Atlantic Revolution and, more fundamentally, by Alfred Cobban's frontal assault on the methodological and
political assumptions of the Marxist interpretation. But such was the
power of the scholarly consensus that, condemned more or less
blithely in Paris, these works drew relatively little immediate support. Not until the late 1960s and early 1970S did the revisionist
current acquire an indigenous French base, both intellectual and
institutional. The charge was led by Franc;ois Furet, who left the
Communist party in 1956 and has subsequently gravitated toward
the liberal political center. One of the first French historians to
become intimately familiar with Anglo-American scholarship (and
with American life more generally), Furet served as the third president of the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, accelerating
its development into one of Europe's leading centers for research in
the social sciences and humanities-and a formidable institutional
rival to the Sorbonne. Disenchanted with Marxism, he also turned
away from the Annales tradition of quantitative social and cultural
history vigorously espoused in his earlier work. For the past fifteen
years he has sustained a devastating critique of the Jacobin-Leninist
"catechism," redirecting scholarly attention to the dynamics of the
Revolution as an essentially political and cultural phenomenon; to
the logic, contradictions, and pathos of its invention of democratic
sociability; to its fecundity as a problem for the political and philosophical inquiries of the nineteenth century upon whose inspiration
he insists historians must draw.
It is one of the great ironies of revolutionary historiography, then,
that whereas the centennial of the Revolution inaugurated the con-
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solidation of the official republican exegesis, so the bicentennial has
marked the disintegration of its Marxist descendant. The field of
inquiry is now more open, more fluid, more exciting than it has been
for many decades. By the same token, it is also shaped by concerns
and sensibilities deriving from recent changes and experiences. These
latter are many and varied. Any comprehensive list would have to
include the eclipse of Marxism as an intellectual and political force;
the dramatic decline in the fortunes of communism, especially in
France; the resurgence of liberalism in the West, with its rehabilitation of the market as model and morality, asserting the intrinsic
connection between political liberty and laissez-faire; the dramatic
shifts in the East from Gulag to glasnost and perestroika, from
Maoism to Westernization, with their oblique and overt avowals of
communist failure and ignominy extending from Warsaw to Moscow
to Beijing. But such a list could not omit the memory of the
Holocaust and the traumas of decolonization among colonized and
colonizers alike, from the Algerian War to the sanguinary horrors of
Polpotism. It would have to include the stunning triumph and the
subsequent exhaustion of the Annates paradigm, with its metaphor of
levels of determination privileging a long-run perspective and quantitative techniques; the emergence of a new cultural history, pluralistic and aggressive, fueled by diverse disciplinary and counterdisciplinary energies; the striking development of the Ecole des
Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales as counterweight to the traditional French university; and the efflorescence of a tradition of French
historical studies outside France whose challenge to Parisian hegemony in the field can no longer be ignored. Neither could it neglect
the dramatic eruption of the revolutionary imagination in the events
of 1968, and the new radical politics of race, sex, and gender that
have become so profound a preoccupation in subsequent decades.
The implications of this new situation for the study of the French
Revolution are profound. Many fundamental assumptions, not only
about the Revolution itself but about how to study it, have been
called into question. Though the Revolution is better known today
than ever before, the collapse of the hegemonic structure of learning and interpretation has revealed egregious blind spots in what
has hitherto counted for knowledge and understanding. While the
republican-Marxist view innovated in certain areas, it sterilized re-
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search in many others. Today it is no longer possible to evoke
complaisantly the bourgeois character of the Revolution, either in
terms of causes or effects; the roles, indeed the very definition, of
other social actors need to be reexamined. A rehabilitated political
approach is avidly reoccupying the ground of a social interpretation
in serious need of reformulation. Questions of ideology, discourse,
gender, and cultural practices have surged to the forefront in fresh
ways. Fewer and fewer historians are willing to accept or reject the
Revolution "en bloc," while more and more are concerned with the
need to fathom and connect its multiple and contradictory components. The Terror has lost the benefit of its relative immunity and
isolation. And despite extravagant and often pathetic hyperbole, the
Right has won its point that the Vendee in particular-and the
counterrevolutionary experience in general-require more probing
and balanced treatment, as do the post-Thermidorian terrors. Finally, there is a widespread sense that the narrow periodization of
Revolutionary studies must be substantially broadened.
When the bicentennial dust settles, there will therefore be much
for historians of the French Revolution to do. Many questions will
require genuinely critical research and discussion, searching reassessment, vigorous and original synthesis. Our ambition in editing these
Bicentennial Reflections on the French Revolution is to contribute to
this endeavor. In organizing the series, which will comprise twelve
volumes, we have sought to identify fundamental issues and problems-problems that have hitherto been treated in fragmentary
fashion; issues around which conventional wisdom has disintegrated
in the course of current debates-which will be crucial to any new
account of the French Revolution. And we have turned to some of the
finest historians in what has become an increasingly international
field of study, asking them to reassess their own understanding of
these matters in the light of their personal research and that of others,
and to present the results of their reflections to a wider audience in
relatively short, synthetic works that will also offer a critical point of
departure for further work in the field. The authors share with us the
belief that the time is ripe for a fundamental rethinking. They will of
course proceed with this rethinking in their own particular fashion.
The events that began to unfold in France in 1789 have, for two
hundred years, occupied a privileged historical site. The bicentennial
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has served as a dramatic reminder that not only our modern notions of
revolution and human rights, but the entire range of our political
discourse derives from them. The French Revolution has been to the
modern world what Greece and Rome were to the Renaissance and its
heirs: a condensed world of acts and events, passions and struggles,
meanings and symbols, constantly reconsidered and reimagined in
the attempt to frame-and implement-an understanding of the
nature, conditions, and possibilities of human action in their relation
to politics, culture, and social process. To those who would change
the world, the Revolution still offers a script continuously elaborated
and extended-in parliaments and prisons; in newspapers and manifestoes; in revolutions and repressions; in families, armies, and
encounter groups . . . . To those who would interpret the world, it
still presents the inexhaustible challenge of comprehending the nature of the extraordinary mutation that gave birth to the modern
world.
"Great year! You will be the regenerating year, and you will be
known by that name. History will extol your great deeds," wrote
Louis-Sebastien Mercier, literary anatomist of eighteenth-century
Paris, in a rhapsodic Farewell to the Year I789. "You have changed my
Paris, it is true. It is completely different today.... For thirty years I
have had a secret presentiment that I would not die without witnessing a great political event. I nourished my spirit on it: there is
something new for my pen. If my Tableau must be redone, at least it will
be said one day: In this year Parisians ... stirred, and this impulse
has been communicated to France and the rest of Europe. " Historians
of the French Revolution may not bid farewell to the bicentennial
year in Mercier's rapturous tones. But they will echo at least one of
his sentiments. Our tableau must be redone; there is something new
for our pens.

